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Experimental Methods 24 

In-situ environmental TEM (ETEM) experiments. In-situ TEM experiments included 25 

two steps, starting from the in-place CuO formation by the oxidation of Cu, followed by CuO 26 

reduction by switching the gas flow from O2 to H2, both which were conducted in a dedicated 27 

objective-lens aberration-corrected ETEM equipped with a gas manifold that enables introducing 28 

various gases to the specimen area.1-2 Commercial TEM Cu grids (99.9 % purity) were used as the 29 

original specimen in the in-situ ETEM experiments. The Cu grids were first thoroughly rinsed in 30 

deionized water followed by ultrasonication in acetone for 10 min, and then treated by plasma 31 

cleaning before loading into the TEM column. The Cu grids were further cleaned inside the TEM 32 

by heating to 400 C in a H2 gas flow to remove any native oxide. The resulted Cu grids were then 33 

directly oxidized at 400 C to form a bulk CuO layer inside the TEM by flowing O2 gas at the 34 

pressure of ≈ 0.5 Pa in the specimen area of the TEM column. The CuO formed from the thermal 35 

oxidation process is of both high crystallinity due to the high temperature and high purity for the 36 

elimination of any other chemical intermediaries. After the oxidation step, the specimen was then 37 

cooled down to 300 C and the O2 flow was stopped. Remaining oxygen in the TEM column was 38 

evacuated before H2 was introduced to the specimen region. The pressure of the H2 gas flow was 39 

maintained at ≈ 0.53 Pa, and the specimen temperature was maintained at 300 °C during the H2 40 

flow. This two-step process of the in-place sample preparation by oxidation and subsequent in-situ 41 

observation of the reaction of the oxide with H2 has the advantage of minimizing potential sample 42 

contamination. Acceleration voltage and e-beam dosage we applied were 300 keV and ≈ 1.1 × 105 43 

e‧nm-2·s-1, respectively. Real-time movies were recorded with a frame rate of 2 or 5 frames/s. The 44 

image frames were aligned to compensate the thermal drift.  45 
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To minimize any potential e-beam induced oxide reduction, the e-beam was blanked except 46 

for data acquisition. In addition, our TEM observations by blanking and un-blanking the electron 47 

beam confirmed that the electron beam effect has a negligible effect on the observed autocatalytic 48 

oxide reduction. 49 

 50 

DFT Calculations. Periodic DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio 51 

Simulation Package (VASP).3-5 Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient 52 

approximation (GGA)6 and projector augmented-wave (PAW)7 potential were performed to 53 

describe the electron–electron exchange and core-electron potential separately. Heyd–Scuseria–54 

Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functional and PBE were both applied in our calculations 55 

(Supplementary Table 1). The oxygen vacancy diffusion barriers along the same pathways with 56 

the use of these two functionals are comparable, suggesting that PBE provides the sufficient 57 

accuracy in our DFT calculations. DFT + U was employed in our DFT calculations to include the 58 

strong correlation effect among the partially filled Cu 3d states in CuO.8 According to the previous 59 

study, the values of U and J were selected as 7 and 0 eV for CuO, respectively.9-10 To test the cut-60 

off energy, we used the energies of 400 and 500 eV to calculate hydrogen adsorption energies. 61 

Their small difference of 0.05 eV suggested that the cut-off energy of 400 eV was sufficient, so 62 

the plane-wave cutoff energy was set to be 400 eV for all the calculations. Spin-polarized 63 

calculations were performed since CuO has an antiferromagnetic ground state. The Brillouin-zone 64 

integration was performed using (8  8  8) K-point meshes based on Monkhorst-Pack grids. A 65 

CuO supercell with 16 O and 16 Cu atoms was established for DFT calculations. CuO has the 66 

monoclinic symmetry with space group C2/c1 (a=0.4939 nm, b=0.3674 nm, c=0.5127 nm, and 67 

β=96.152).11 The structural optimization was performed using DFT+U with all force components 68 
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acting on the atoms less than 0.15 eV nm-1. Each atom has four nearest neighbors of the other kind: 69 

Cu atom is located in the center of an O parallelogram. O atom, in turn, is surrounded by a distorted 70 

tetrahedron of Cu atoms. Lengths of the a-, b-, and c-axes of the supercell for simulations are fixed 71 

since the CuO-superlattice and the parent phase of CuO are fully coherent, as shown in Figure 1c 72 

and f. To study O vacancy formation and H adsorption on the CuO (1̅10) surface, a (2  2) surface 73 

supercell expansion was used and a (4 × 4) surface supercell was also used to further check the 74 

results for O vacancy formation. We used periodic slabs with a vacuum spacing 1.2 nm to model 75 

the CuO (1̅10) surface, and the slab was composed of 5 atomic layers with the bottom two layers 76 

fixed, while the top three layers were free to relax. A (2  2) supercell was used for modeling the 77 

CuO-superlattice structure with 25 % O vacancies. We also carried out a convergence test of the 78 

K-points mesh by comparing the total energy difference using (441) and (881) meshes. Our 79 

results showed that sufficient convergence is reached using the (441) mesh, since the (881) 80 

mesh gave a total energy difference of less than 0.02 eV. Thus, the Brillouin zone was selected as 81 

4  4  1 and 4  4  4 k-point grids for the surface and bulk models, respectively. We used 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 =82 

1

𝑁𝐻
(𝐸𝐻/𝐶𝑢𝑂

𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓 −
𝑁𝑜

2
𝐸𝐻2

) and 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐 = 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏/𝑣𝑎𝑐
𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝐸𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 − 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 to describe the H adsorption 83 

and vacancy formation energies, respectively. We also modeled the diffusion pathways and 84 

associated energy barriers by using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method with five intermediate 85 

images between the initial state and the final state12. All the atomic structures were visualized using 86 

the Visualization for Electronic and Structure Analysis (VESTA).  87 

 88 

HRTEM and diffractogram simulations. The DFT-relaxed atomic structure models of 89 

CuO and CuO-superlattice were used as input files for HRTEM image and diffractogram 90 
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simulations. HRTEM image simulations were performed using the multi-slice method with the 91 

parameters carefully matched to the experimental conditions (accelerating voltage: 300 keV, the 92 

spherical aberration: 0.001 mm, defocus: -1 nm, thickness: 32 nm (for images in Figure 1), and 93 

Debye-Waller factors: 0.005 for both O and Cu atoms).2 The simulated HRTEM images were 94 

processed by adding shot/Poisson noise (counting noise) because the counted electrons in the 95 

pixels followed the Poisson distribution. The frozen phonon model was applied to reduce the 96 

elastic scattering and increase the background intensity. 97 

Measurement of reduction kinetics. The reduction kinetics is measured from in situ TEM 98 

images by temporally tracking the shrinkage of the projection area of the oxide and lateral length 99 

of the atomic layers as a function of the retraction motion of atomic steps. This is performed by 100 

using the selection brush tool in ImageJ software. This tool allows to adjust the shape of an area 101 

selection using a circular brush. The pixel size is 0.02 nm×0.02 nm (same as the pixel size of the 102 

TEM images). The error bars in Figures 2 and 3 represent the standard deviation uncertainties 103 

based on multiple measurements. The value of the error bars can be relatively large (up to multiple 104 

d-spacing, e.g., d(1̅1̅2) ~ 0.2 nm) because the relatively low image contrast of the leading edge 105 

(atomic steps) of atomic layers result in some large uncertainties in locating the position of the 106 

atomic steps.  107 
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 108 

Figure S1. HRTEM image simulations for the stoichiometric CuO viewed along the [1̅1̅1̅] 109 

direction. The input atomic model for the simulation is shown in the upper-left corner, where the 110 

yellow and red balls represent Cu and O, respectively. Specimen thickness increases from bottom 111 

to top and defocus increases from left to right.  112 
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 113 

Figure S2. Stable surface configuration of CuO in vacuum at 300 ℃ (from Supplementary Movie 114 

S1). Comparison of the initial surface location (marked by white line) with that at 30 s and 58 s 115 

indicates the CuO surface is stable in vacuum at 300 ℃ within a period of ≈ 60 s. This reveals the 116 

surface step retraction of the oxide in H2 flow is predominated by H2 molecules attack.   117 
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 118 

Figure S3. HRTEM image simulations for the CuO superstructure with 25 % O vacancies viewed 119 

along the [1̅1̅1̅] direction. The input atomic model (same as Figure 1f) for the simulation is shown 120 

in the upper-left corner, where the yellow, red, and cyan balls represent Cu, O, and O vacancy, 121 

respectively. In this model, 50 % O lose in every other Cu-O column of the CuO lattice. Specimen 122 

thickness increases from bottom to top and defocus increases from left to right. 123 

  124 
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125 

Figure S4. (a) HRTEM image showing a coherent interface (marked by the white dashed line) 126 

between CuO and the partially reduced CuO superlattice. (b-c) FFT Diffractograms of the regions 127 

marked with the red and blue dashed squares in (a), corresponding to the CuO superstructure and 128 

the parent CuO, respectively. The superlattice spots in (b) are marked by yellow dashed circles. 129 

Scale bar in (a), 2 nm 130 

  131 
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 132 
Figure S5. Time-resolved planar-view in-situ TEM images showing the retraction motion of 133 

atomic steps on the planar surface during the CuO reduction at T=300 ℃ and pH2=0.5 Pa. These 134 

in-situ TEM images are extracted from supplementary in-situ TEM movie 2. The pseudo colors 135 

are applied in (c, d) to guide the eye and show the atomic steps on the planar surface. The dashed 136 

cyan lines in (d) are the superimposed trace of the position and profile of the surface steps at t=400 137 

s in (c), showing the retraction movement of the surface steps during the oxide reduction. Scale 138 

bar, 2 nm  139 

 140 
 141 
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 142 
Figure S6. Time-resolved planar-view in-situ TEM images showing the retraction motion of 143 

atomic steps on the planar surface during the CuO reduction at T=300 ℃ and pH2=0.5 Pa. These 144 

in-situ TEM images are extracted from supplementary in-situ TEM movie 3. The pseudo colors 145 

are applied in (c, d) to guide the eye and show the atomic steps on the planar surface. The dashed 146 

cyan lines in (d) are the superimposed trace of the position and profile of the surface steps at t=0 s 147 

in (c), showing the retraction movement of the surface steps during the oxide reduction. Scale bar, 148 

2 nm 149 
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 150 

Figure S7. Top and perspective views of the atomic configuration of the Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic 151 

step and the adjacent terrace sites for DFT modeling of H adsorption sites of the step edge, 152 

revealing the preferred H adsorption by the O atom at the step edge. (a) Top view of CuO step 153 

model showing the step edge has two nonequivalent oxygen (O-1 and O2). The abbr. “surf” and 154 

“sub” indicate the step edge Cu in the surface and subsurface. (b) H adsorption by O-1 at the step 155 

edge, resulting in an adsorption energy of -2.63 eV. (c) H adsorption by O-2 at the step edge, 156 

resulting in an adsorption energy of -2.04 eV. (d) H adsorption by the adjacent terrace O atom with 157 

an adsorption energy of -1.77 eV. Yellow, red, and purple balls represent Cu, O and H atoms, 158 

respectively.   159 
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  160 

Figure S8. Aggregation of Cu atoms freed from the retraction motion of surface steps on CuO. 161 

Under the H2 gas flow, CuO reduction occurs in the form of the retraction motion of Cu-O/Cu 162 

bilayer atomic steps. Cu atoms freed from the step-edge detachment diffuse to inner surface 163 

regions of the oxide, and subsequently aggregate into a thin Cu film on the parent CuO. (a) The 164 

overlapping of the Cu thin layer with the CuO substrate results in the Moiré fringe contrast, as 165 

marked by white arrows in the HRTEM image. (b) Schematic illustrating the formation of a Cu 166 

overlayer on CuO, where the yellow balls represent aggregated Cu atoms. (c) Diffractogram of the 167 

HRTEM image in (a), showing the double diffraction reflections (yellow dashed circles) due to 168 

the overlapped Cu and CuO lattices.  169 
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 170 

 171 

Figure S9. DFT modeling of the adsorption of H2 molecules on CuO (1̅10) , showing the 172 

spontaneous dissociation of the H2 molecule into two atomic H. One H2 molecule is placed in the 173 

vacuum, ≈ 0.02 nm above the top of the lattice O at the CuO (1̅10) surface (left). After the 174 

structure relaxation, the H2 molecule is observed to dissociate spontaneously into two H atoms that 175 

bond with the adjacent lattice O to form two OH groups (right). Yellow, red, and purple balls 176 

represent Cu, O and H atoms, respectively.   177 
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 178 

Figure S10. DFT modeling of the H2O formation by progressive H adsorption. The insets show 179 

the minimum-energy configurations upon the sequential H adsorption at the energetically 180 

favorable sites of the CuO (1̅10) surface. The continued adsorption of H atoms gives rise to the 181 

formation of OH groups that remain stable at the surface until reaching 0.625 monolayer of the 182 

surface coverage, at which the repulsive forces between adjacent hydroxyls make the top site of 183 

hydroxyls more favorable than the remaining sites of lattice O to adsorb further H atoms. Our 184 

calculations show that the H adsorption on top of the hydroxyls produces the formation of H2O 185 

molecules that desorb spontaneously from the surface without requiring any barriers. The H2O 186 

desorption results in the loss of lattice O with the concomitant formation of O vacancies at the 187 

oxide surface. Yellow, red, and purple balls represent Cu, O, and H, respectively. The red dashed 188 

circle corresponds to the O vacancy resulting from the desorption of the H2O molecule.  189 
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 190 

Figure S11. CuO-superlattice resulting from the self-ordering of O vacancies. (a) Extended 191 

view of the CuO-superlattice (shown in Figure 4h) with 25 % O vacancies, viewed 192 

along the [1̅1̅1̅]  direction. (b) Simulated electron diffraction pattern based on the CuO-193 

superlattice in (a). (c) Diffractogram of the HRTEM images of the CuO-superlattice in the 194 

subsurface region of the partially reduced CuO samples. Yellow triangles in (b, c) correspond to 195 

the superlattice diffraction spots resulting from the self-ordering of O vacancies in the CuO lattice, 196 

indicating the good match between the simulated (b) and experimental (c) diffractograms. Yellow 197 

and red balls represent Cu and O, respectively.    198 
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 199 

Figure S12. DFT modeling of the surface clustering of O vacancies. (a) Atomic configuration 200 

showing four separated O vacancies (cyan balls) and one Cu vacancy (blue ball). (b) The 201 

coalescence of the four O vacancies and one Cu vacancy results in a reduced system energy by 202 

0.36 eV. Yellow, red, blue and cyan balls represent Cu, O, Cu vacancy and O vacancy, respectively.    203 
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 204 

Figure S13. (a-c) In-situ TEM images showing the Cu2O formation out of the CuO-superstructure 205 

(25% O vacancies during the continued H2 gas exposure at T=300 ℃ and pH2=0.5 Pa. The dashed 206 

lines mark the interface between the Cu2O and the CuO-superstructure. The white arrows are used 207 

to track the decay motion of the outmost surface step. (d) Superimposed traces of the position and 208 

profile of the Cu2O/CuO-superstructure interface at 0 s (red), 26 s (orange), and 61.6 s (blue), 209 

showing the inward migration of the interface toward the CuO-superstructure region. (e) The 210 

retraction motion distance of the outermost surface step (marked by the white arrows in (a-c)) as 211 

a function of the time, where the linear fitting (red line) yields a reduction rate (slope of the red 212 

line) of 0.037 nm/s, much slower than the decay rate (0.13 nm/s) of atomic steps on the CuO 213 

surface measured in Figs. 2g-i. 214 

  215 
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Supplementary Table 1 216 

Energy barriers for migration of the O vacancy along pathways 1-4 (marked in Figure 4d) 217 

calculated using Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional and Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof 218 

(HSE06) hybrid functional, respectively. 219 

  220 

 1 2 3 4 

PBE 0.59 eV 0.57 eV 0.91 eV 1.1 eV 

HSE06 0.61 eV 0.47 eV 0.91 eV 1.4 eV 

Pathway 

Method 
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ABSTRACT: 262 

Reducibility is key for the use of bulk metal oxides in chemical transformations involving 263 

redox reactions, but probing microscopic processes of oxide reduction is challenging. This is 264 

because the insulating nature of bulk oxides restricts ion and electron spectroscopic measurements 265 

of oxide surfaces. Herein, using a combination of environmental transmission electron microscopy 266 

and atomistic modeling, we report direct in situ atomic-scale observations of the surface and 267 

subsurface dynamics and show that the hydrogen-induced CuO reduction occurs through the 268 

receding motion of Cu−O/Cu bilayer steps at the surface, the formation of the partially reduced 269 

CuO superstructure by the self-ordering of O vacancies in the subsurface, and the collapse of Cu-270 

O layers in the bulk. All these substeps can be traced back to the progressively increased 271 

concentration and activity of O vacancies in the surface and subsurface of the oxide, thereby 272 

leading to the self-accelerated oxide reduction. These results demonstrate the microscopic details 273 

that may have a broader applicability in modulating various redox processes. 274 

TOC Graphic  275 
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Redox reactions play a vital role in chemical transformation processes of materials 276 

including heterogeneous catalysis, battery cycling, and corrosion.1-4 This is exemplified by the 277 

well-known Mars-van Krevelen (MvK) mechanism of catalytic oxidation over metal oxides, 278 

during which the reactants are oxidized by the redox cycle of the oxide catalyst.5 That is, the 279 

catalyst itself is altered by the reaction it catalyzes. Namely, the reactants are oxidized into 280 

oxygenated compounds by the oxide catalyst, which is accompanied by the partial reduction of the 281 

oxide and its reoxidation back to the initial state by O2. Therefore, the reducibility of the oxide is 282 

closely correlated with the catalytic activity for oxidation. It is generally assumed that the oxide in 283 

a higher oxidation state of the metal has the higher reducibility (and lower stability) than that of a 284 

lower oxidation state because the metal atom in the higher oxidation state is more electron-285 

deficient and thus has a larger tendency to accept electrons.6, 7 Thermodynamically, the oxide 286 

reduction should occur more rapidly at first and then slow as the driving force of the reaction 287 

diminishes. In contrast to this thermodynamic expectation, here we focus on the kinetic aspect and 288 

report the direct imaging and temporal evolution of CuO reduction and show an autocatalytic 289 

process in which the reduction rate of the bulk oxide increases progressively as the reaction 290 

proceeds. This process involves the generation of O vacancies at the oxide surface upon the 291 

formation of oxygenated products that desorb from the surface and the inward migration and 292 

accumulation of O vacancies in the subsurface region (with a depth of several nanometers away 293 

from the surface) of the oxide. This phenomenon cannot be revealed readily with the use of 294 

traditional surface science and bulk materials science tools because of their inability to 295 

unambiguously differentiate the surface and subsurface regions due to the spatiotemporal 296 

superposition of the detected signal originating from multiple atomic layers.7-9  297 
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In addition, the insulating nature of the oxides hampers the study of oxide surfaces because 298 

many surface-sensitive techniques are based on the detection of charged particles such as electrons 299 

and ions and cannot be applied to bulk oxides which are insulators or wide-band-gap 300 

semiconductors.10, 11 One way to circumvent the charging effects is to oxidize a metallic surface 301 

by dosing it with a small amount of O2 under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions, thereby 302 

producing an ultrathin oxide film (only a few atoms in thickness) on the conductive substrate.9, 12 303 

Such ultrathin oxide films can be considered “electrically conductive” counterparts of insulating 304 

bulk oxides, thereby allowing the use of surface science techniques to study the reduction of 305 

surface oxides.9, 13 However, the ultrathin nature of the oxide film also makes it significantly 306 

different from the bulk counterpart, including the abrupt discontinuity and breaking of the 307 

translation symmetry along the thickness direction and interfacial strains. In particular, there is a 308 

lack of a genuine subsurface region within the ultrathin oxide film because of the atomic proximity 309 

between the oxide surface and oxide-metal interface. Therefore, the insight obtained from the 310 

ultrathin oxide overlayer may not represent the intrinsic behavior of the bulk oxide. 311 

In contrast, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is not subject to the aforementioned 312 

limitations of traditional surface science tools and offers a unique window to study the reduction 313 

of the oxide at an atomic scale from both the surface and subsurface regions at the same time.14, 15 314 

Particularly, the recent developments in environmental TEM have enabled us to dynamically 315 

observe a gas-surface reaction under a gas-controlled environment.16 This was achieved by 316 

incorporating differential pumping local to the specimen, thereby allowing for the volume around 317 

the specimen to be filled with gases so that the pressure of the volume can be kept higher than that 318 

of the TEM column. By employing a dedicated environmental TEM equipped with an image 319 

corrector and a differential pumping system, herein we report an in situ atomic-scale study of the 320 
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reduction dynamics of CuO by flowing H2 gas in the sample region while simultaneously 321 

monitoring the structure evolution from the outermost surface to deeper atomic layers under the 322 

reaction conditions. CuO was chosen as a model system because it is widely used as a support for 323 

metal catalysts, and as a catalyst on its own, in various catalytic oxidation reactions, including the 324 

water-gas-shift reaction,17 methanol synthesis and oxidation,7, 18 and the oxidative 325 

dehydrogenation of alcohols.19 In these reactions, the Cu oxide is an active catalyst and hydrogen 326 

is involved either as a reactant or as a product. 1, 7, 8  327 

Our in situ TEM experiments involve two steps (detailed in the Supporting Information), 328 

starting with the in situ synthesis of CuO by exposing metallic Cu to O2 gas at 400 ºC. This is 329 

followed by first cooling the oxidized sample to 300 C in O2 and then by switching to vacuum by 330 

pumping out the O2 gas to the base pressure (1×10-5 Pa) of the E-TEM in the specimen region. The 331 

oxide reduction is performed by introducing a H2 gas flow at 300 C. Figure 1 a shows a high-332 

resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the CuO formed from the oxidation of Cu at an oxygen 333 

pressure (pO2) of 0.53 Pa and a temperature (T) of 300 °C. The CuO surface shows a step-terrace 334 

morphology and is oriented along the [1̅10] direction and viewed along the [1̅1̅1̅] zone axis, as 335 

confirmed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT)  diffractogram (inset) of the HRTEM image in 336 

Figure 1 a. Figure 1 b is a magnified HRTEM image of the area marked with the white dashed 337 

square in Figure 1 a, showing the perfect CuO lattice as alternately bright and significantly dim 338 

contrasts of atomic columns. Figure 1 c illustrates the atomic structure of the stoichiometric 339 

monoclinic CuO (space group C 2/c 1)  consisting of the presence of Cu-O and pure Cu layers 340 

when viewed along the [1̅1̅1̅] zone axis. The red inset in Figure 1 b is a simulated HRTEM image 341 

of the stoichiometric CuO along the [1̅1̅1̅]  zone axis (Figure S1). Based on the good match 342 

between the experimental and simulated HRTEM images along with the stoichiometric CuO 343 
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structure in Figure 1 c, we can identify that the atomic layers consisting of Cu-O atomic columns 344 

show the bright image contrast, whereas the atomic layers with the significantly dimmed image 345 

contrast correspond to pure Cu atomic columns. Our in situ TEM images indicate that the CuO 346 

lattice is relatively stable at 300 ℃ in vacuum and the continuous electron beam observations do 347 

not induce noticeable oxide reduction, as confirmed from the negligible changes in the lattice 348 

contrast and the step-terrace surface morphology (Figure S2 and Supplementary Movie S1). 349 

H2 gas is then introduced to the sample region and induces the oxide reduction. Figure 1 d 350 

shows an HRTEM snapshot of the same sample area after the exposure to a H2 gas flow at 351 

hydrogen pressure (pH2) of 0.5 Pa and T ≈ 300 ℃. The oxide transforms into a superlattice contrast, 352 

which is featured from the surface to the deeper atomic layers with a depth of ≈ 3 nm. This is also 353 

confirmed by the diffractogram (inset of Figure 1 d) in which the superlattice reflections are 354 

marked by white circles. Figure 1 e is an enlarged HRTEM view of the superlattice region as 355 

marked by the white dashed square in Figure 1 d. By comparing the HRTEM image of the perfect 356 

CuO lattice (Figure 1 b), the Cu-O planes transform into alternately bright and dim contrasts of 357 

atomic columns. This suggests the oxide-reduction-induced loss of lattice O, where the resultant 358 

O vacancies self-order into a superlattice structure by condensing onto every other (2̅02) planes 359 

of the CuO lattice and the image contrast for the O-deficient Cu-O columns becomes relatively 360 

dim. Figure 1 f  is a structure model of the O-deficient CuO lattice with 50 % O vacancies in every 361 

other Cu-O column of the CuO lattice. The blue inset in Figure 1 e is a simulated HRTEM image 362 

based on the O-deficient CuO lattice in Figure 1 f (Figure S3). As indicated by the intensity profile 363 

analysis in Figure 1 e, the image intensity for the O-deficient Cu-O columns is about 30 % weaker 364 

than that for the intact Cu-O column, matching well with the experimental HRTEM image. 365 
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Therefore, the formed superlattice is O-deficient CuO in which 25% of the lattice oxygen sites in 366 

the stoichiometric CuO are vacant. 367 

 368 
Figure 1. Subsurface oxygen vacancy ordering induced superlattice contrast. (a) HRTEM image of a 369 

stoichiometric CuO at 300 °C in a vacuum (Supplementary Movie S1), viewed along the [1̅1̅1̅] zone axis. 370 

Inset is a FFT diffractogram of the HRTEM image. (b) Magnified view of the region marked with the white 371 

dashed square in panel a. The red inset is a simulated HRTEM image based on (c) the stoichiometric CuO 372 

structure. (d) HRTEM image of the same sample area after the exposure to the H2 gas flow at pH2 ≈ 0.5 Pa 373 

and T ≈ 300 °C. The inset is a FFT diffractogram of the HRTEM image showing the presence of superlattice 374 

diffraction spots (marked by white circles). (e) Magnified image from the white dashed square in panel d. 375 

The blue inset is a simulated HRTEM image based on (f) a CuO superstructure model consisting of 50 % 376 

O vacancies in every other Cu–O column (the positions of O vacancies are represented by cyan balls). The 377 

cyan and yellow lines in panels b and e are intensity profiles along the dashed lines.  378 

 379 

Figure 2 illustrates a time sequence of HRTEM images (Supplementary Movie S2), 380 

showing the autocatalytic (accelerated) reduction behavior of CuO in flowing H2 gas at pH2 ≈ 0.5 381 

Pa and T ≈ 300 °C. The CuO (1̅10) surface initially exhibits a step-terrace configuration consisting 382 
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of (1̅10) terraces and bilayer atomic steps, as marked by the black dashed line in Figure 2 a. As 383 

schematically shown in the upper inset in Figure 2 a, the bilayer atomic steps are composed of an 384 

outer Cu-O layer and an inner pure Cu layer with the step height of 𝑑CuO(1̅10) ≈ 0.28 nm, where 385 

the Cu-O/Cu bilayer step configuration of the CuO lattice was determined from the HRTEM 386 

images and the corresponding HRTEM image simulations shown in Figure 1. The oxide reduction 387 

proceeds by the retraction motion of the Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic steps along the (1̅10) surface, as 388 

marked by double white arrows in Figure 2 a, d, and g, leading to the simultaneous removal of the 389 

Cu-O and Cu layers from the surface. As a result, the oxide surface is constantly terminated by the 390 

Cu-O layer during the oxide reduction due to the retraction motion of the bilayer atomic steps. 391 

Initially, the oxide reduction rate is slow, as revealed by the slow lateral motion of the 392 

surface steps. By monitoring the evolution of the surface profile as marked by the black and red 393 

dashed lines in Figure 2 a and b, the oxide reduction rate can be determined by measuring the 394 

lateral motion of the surface steps and the resulting oxide shrinkage as a function of time. As shown 395 

in Figure 2 c, the surface retraction motion speed of the atomic steps and the oxide projection area 396 

reduction rate were measured to be 0.03±0.005 nm•s-1 and 0.03±0.007 nm2•s-1, respectively, in the 397 

first ≈ 100 s of the H2 exposure. Panels d and e of Figure 2 present the HRTEM snapshots after 398 

the continuous H2 exposure for 400 and 480 s, respectively, showing a faster rate of the oxide 399 

reduction (Figure 2 f). The surface retraction speed of the atomic steps and the oxide reduction 400 

rate were measured to be 0.07±0.009 nm•s-1 and 0.05±0.006 nm2•s-1, respectively, between 400 401 

and 520 s of the H2 exposure. Panels g and h of Figure 2 show the HRTEM images corresponding 402 

to the time stamps of 2210 and 2290 s of the H2 exposure, respectively, illustrating the nucleation 403 

of new Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic steps (marked by the blue arrow) by surface pitting at the flattened 404 
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terrace and their lateral retraction motion. Meanwhile, the step flow speed becomes 0.13±0.01 405 

nm•s-1, which results in the increased oxide reduction rate of 0.07±0.005 nm2•s-1 (Figure 2 i).  406 

 407 
Figure 2. In situ atomic-scale imaging of the autocatalytic CuO reduction at pH2 ≈ 0.5 Pa and T ≈ 300 °C 408 

(Supplementary Movie S2). (a-c) HRTEM snapshots and the measured oxide reduction rate in the first ≈ 409 

100 s of the H2 exposure. The upper inset in panel a illustrates schematically the atomic configuration of 410 

the Cu-O/Cu bilayer surface step. The oxide surface is constantly terminated by the Cu-O plane by the 411 

retraction of Cu-O/Cu bilayer steps. (d-f) HRTEM images and the corresponding oxide reduction rate 412 

measured between ≈ 400 and 520 s of the H2 exposure. (g-i) HRTEM snapshots and the oxide reduction 413 

rate measured between ≈ 2200 and 2310 s of the H2 exposure. The insets in panels c, f, and i show the 414 

measured lateral motion speed of the bilayer atomic steps marked by blue arrows. The bottom-right insets 415 

in panels a, b, d, e, g, and h are the FFT diffractograms of the HRTEM images, where the superlattice 416 
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reflections are marked by the white circles. The bottom-left insets show the normalized intensity profiles 417 

and the intensity ratio of the superlattice spot with regard to the fundamental (1̅10) spot, where the two 418 

reflections are marked by the rectangle in the diffractograms. The error bars represent standard deviation 419 

uncertainties based on multiple measurements. 420 

 421 

Fast Fourier transform diffractograms were also obtained from the HRTEM images shown 422 

in Figure 2 to illustrate the evolution of the crystal lattice over the continued exposure to the H2 423 

gas flow. The initially uniform lattice contrast gradually transforms to the superlattice contrast in 424 

the subsurface region. As shown in the FFT diffractograms (bottom-right insets of the HRTEM 425 

images in Figure 2) that were derived from entire HRTEM images, the presence of the superlattice 426 

reflections and their intensities becomes gradually more pronounced upon the continued H2 427 

exposure. This is evidenced by the normalized intensity profiles given in the bottom-left insets of 428 

the HRTEM images in Figure 2 and the measured intensity ratio of the superlattice reflection with 429 

respect to the fundamental (1̅10) spot. The increased intensity of the superlattice spots indicates 430 

the more pronounced ordering of O vacancies in the subsurface of the CuO with the continued H2 431 

exposure.20 432 

Such accelerated oxide reduction kinetics, where were measured by monitoring the 433 

retraction motion of Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic steps are observed from multiple samples. Figure 3 434 

shows another example of the in-situ TEM observations of the CuO reduction. The oxide surface 435 

is relatively flat with the presence of a Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic step on the right corner that soon 436 

moves out of the field of view via the retraction motion toward the right side (marked by the yellow 437 

arrow in Figure 3 a).  As can be seen clearly in Figure 3 b, the surface area in the right corner 438 

(marked by the red arrow) develops into weakened image contrast as the reduction continues. This 439 

suggests that the oxide is gradually reduced in the local area, which eventually results in the 440 

formation of a surface pit with a depth of 0.28 nm (marked by the red arrows in Figure 3 c), that 441 
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is equivalent to the interplanar (1̅10) spacing of the CuO lattice and corresponds to the Cu-O and 442 

Cu bilayers. The newly formed steps associated with the surface pit then undergo the retraction 443 

motion along the surface in the opposite directions (marked by the red arrow in Figure 3 d), leading 444 

to the widening of the exposed Cu-O surface by the gradual removal of the existing Cu-O/Cu 445 

bilayers from the surface. This process of nucleating new bilayer atomic steps by the localized 446 

oxide reduction (as marked by the blue arrows in Figure 3 e) and the lateral propagation of the 447 

newly formed steps repeats itself during the oxide reduction, resulting in the area shrinkage of the 448 

oxide. It is worth noting here that the field of view was under uniform illumination of the electron 449 

beam (e-beam) and the oxide would be reduced homogeneously across the area if there was e-450 

beam induced oxide reduction. The negligible e-beam effect on the oxide reduction was further 451 

confirmed by blanking the e-beam during the H2 exposure. Figure 3 g and h shows two HRTEM 452 

snapshots between which the e-beam was blanked for ≈ 60 s and then unblanked for TEM imaging. 453 

As shown by the surface profiles given in Figure 3 g and h, the oxide still undergoes the reduction 454 

in the dark by the removal of up to two Cu-O/Cu bilayers. Figure 3 i shows the autocatalytic 455 

(accelerated) shrinkage of the oxide as a function of the H2 exposure time, as indicated by the 456 

increasingly steeper slope of the plot irrespective of the unblanking or blanking the e-beam. 457 

Consistent with the observation in Figure 2, the subsurface region of the oxide gradually develops 458 

into the superlattice image contrast. This is evident from the corresponding FFT diffractograms of 459 

the entire HRTEM images, showing that the superlattice reflection spots are absent in the 460 

beginning of the H2 exposure (Figure 3 a), then gradually become visible (Figure 3 e) and 461 

increasingly more pronounced (Figure 3 h) upon the continued H2 exposure. It is worth mentioning 462 

that the measured oxide reduction rates in Figures 2 and 3 are based on the surface decay of atomic 463 

layers rather than the measurement of the shrinkage of the projection area of the total oxide. 464 
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Therefore, any volume shrinkages induced by O vacancies in the oxide do not affect our 465 

measurements. Meanwhile, our in situ HRTEM imaging shows that the partially reduced CuO 466 

superlattice (with 25% O vacancies) and the parent CuO have a coherent interface (Figure S4), 467 

indicating that the vacancy-induced volume shrinkage is negligible. 468 

  469 

 470 
Figure 3. In situ TEM imaging of the surface retraction of atomic steps and the gradual development of the 471 

superlattice contrast in the subsurface during the CuO reduction at T=300 ℃ and pH2=0.5 Pa. (a-h) Time-472 

sequence HRTEM images (Supplementary Movie S3) showing the surface retraction motion of Cu-O/Cu 473 
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bilayer atomic steps and the formation of new Cu-O/Cu steps via surface pitting at the terrace. Between 474 

panel g and panel h, the e-beam was blanked for ≈ 60 s to examine possible electron beam irradiation effects 475 

on the oxide reduction and then unblanked for TEM imaging. Insets in panels a-h are FFT diffractograms 476 

of the HRTEM images showing that the superlattice reflections (as marked by white circles) become 477 

increasingly pronounced upon the continued H2 exposure. (i) The retraction rate of the oxide surface is 478 

measured from the in situ TEM movie, where the progressively increased slope indicates the autocatalytic 479 

oxide reduction. The error bars represent standard deviation uncertainties based on multiple measurements, 480 

and the steeper slope of the plot at the later stage results in more overlapping of the error bars along the 481 

vertical direction. 482 

 483 

The above in situ TEM observations (in the cross-sectional view) show that the oxide 484 

reduction occurs via the retraction motion of Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic steps. The similar oxide-485 

reduction-induced retraction motion of surface steps also occurs on the planar surfaces, as 486 

observed from the in situ TEM imaging in the plan view (Figures S5 and S6). This suggests that 487 

surface steps are effective for H adsorption, thereby promoting step-edge detachment via the 488 

reaction between adsorbed H and lattice O at the step edge. This was confirmed using density-489 

functional theory (DFT) by examining the adsorption energies of H at different surface sites, which 490 

are found to be -2.04 and -1.77 eV for the step edge and the terrace region, respectively (Figure 491 

S7). Although step edges are more favorable for H adsorption, their relative contribution to the 492 

overall reduction kinetics also depends on the area fraction. Because the area fraction of the surface 493 

terraces is much larger than that for the surface steps, the contribution from H adsorption on the 494 

terraces is significant. The reaction between adsorbed H and lattice O at terraces and along surface 495 

steps results in the formation of H2O molecules that easily desorb from the surface due to the high 496 

reaction temperature, leaving behind O vacancies. The reaction of adsorbed H with lattice O at the 497 

terraces is evidenced by the observed formation of new Cu-O/Cu bilayer steps on flat terraces 498 

(Figure 2 g and Figure 3 c), where the surface aggregation of O vacancies results in a localized 499 

higher concentration of O vacancies, thereby destabilizing the oxide and resulting in the formation 500 
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of surface pits. On the other hand, O vacancies generated in terrace areas adjacent to surface steps 501 

can segregate toward surface steps and thus make the Cu atoms at the step edge further under-502 

coordinated, thereby promoting the retraction motion of surface steps by the step-edge detachment 503 

as described later by DFT results. The migration of surface Cu atoms (freed from the oxide 504 

reduction) into the bulk is unlikely. This is because the CuO lattice, particularly the partially 505 

reduced CuO superstructure (with 25% O vacancies), is dominated by O vacancies, whereas the 506 

Cu sublattice is intact (Figure S4). Instead, the Cu atoms released from the retraction motion of 507 

surface steps and the formation of surface pits aggregate on the inner surface region of the oxide 508 

and form a Cu overlayer, as shown by the presence of the Moiré fringe contrast (Figure S8). In 509 

addition, O vacancies produced via the H2O formation at the terraces can also migrate into the 510 

subsurface because of the counter diffusion of lattice O from the subsurface to the surface, thus 511 

sustaining the reduction reaction. The accumulation of O vacancies in the subsurface is evidenced 512 

by their progressive self-ordering into the CuO-superlattice, as revealed by the HRTEM images 513 

and diffractograms in Figures 1-3. The continued generation of O vacancies at the surface, 514 

including terraces and step edges, and their subsequent population along the surface steps and in 515 

the subsurface region increasingly destabilize the oxide and accelerate the oxide reduction. This is 516 

attributed to the atomic origin of the autocatalytic oxide reduction behavior. 517 

Our in situ TEM observations show that the retraction motion of the surface steps occurs 518 

prior to the development of the superlattice in the subsurface. This indicates that the surface 519 

(particularly, the step edges) is the first place for O vacancy formation from the reaction between 520 

lattice O and adsorbed H, forming H2O molecules that desorb from the surface. Oxygen vacancies 521 

generated near surface steps segregate to the surface step edge via surface diffusion, thereby 522 

leading to the Cu step edge detachment (and thus the step edge decay). The CuO superlattice 523 
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formation in the subsurface requires the population of O vacancies in the subsurface region, which 524 

may encounter a larger energy barrier for the migration of O vacancies from the surface into the 525 

subsurface than that for surface migration of the O vacancies. Therefore, the surface decay of 526 

atomic steps is kinetically more favorable than CuO superlattice formation in the subsurface. 527 

This oxide reduction process was further elucidated by DFT modeling. Figure 4 a shows 528 

the DFT-obtained reaction pathway coordinate leading to the retraction motion of the surface step 529 

along the CuO(1̅10) surface. As marked in Figure 4 a, there are two kinds of crystallographically 530 

nonequivalent O sites (O-1 and O-2) at the step edge for the H-induced loss of the lattice O. By 531 

evaluating their vacancy formation energies, it was found that the O atom at the O-1 site is less 532 

stable and has a smaller vacancy formation energy of 0.71 eV than that of the O-2 site, which has 533 

the vacancy formation energy of 1.35 eV. Upon the O loss at the O-1 site (stage I), its adjacent Cu 534 

in the topmost Cu-O layer spontaneously detaches from the step edge (stage II), as indicated by 535 

the decrease in the system energy from 0.71 to 0.48 eV. The departure of the step-edge Cu atom 536 

reduces the coordination number of the O atom at the O-2 site from 3 to 2, which results in a lower 537 

O vacancy formation energy of 0.5 eV at the O-2 site (stage III). Upon the O loss from the O-1 538 

site, the adjacent Cu in the second layer of the step edge becomes unstable and undergoes 539 

spontaneous step-edge detachment as indicated by the drop of the system energy to 0.01 eV,  which 540 

is nearly the same as that in the initial state (stage IV in Figure 4 a). This process of the sequential 541 

loss of lattice O at the O-1 and O-2 sites and the resultant spontaneous step-edge detachment of 542 

the adjacent Cu atoms repeats itself, leading to the observed retraction motion of the Cu-O/Cu 543 

bilayer surface step that was experimentally observed in Figures 2 and 3. 544 
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 545 
Figure 4. Atomic models of surface step retraction and O vacancy transport dynamics. (a) Reaction 546 

coordinate diagram of surface step retraction of CuO with reduction. (b) Schematic of the O vacancy (cyan 547 

ball) segregation to site 2 from site 1. (c) Energetic evaluation of the O vacancy segregation from site 1 to 548 

2 in panel b. (d) Mass transport pathways of the newly formed O vacancy (cyan circle) on the surface. (e-549 

h) Atomic models showing the sequence of lattice O desorption in CuO at favorable sites, where the 550 

resultant O vacancies are marked by cyan balls. Yellow, red, and cyan balls represent Cu and O atoms and 551 

O vacancies, respectively.   552 

 553 

 In addition, when the O vacancies are produced in the terrace area adjacent to the surface 554 

step, they tend to segregate to the step edge and therefore further promote the Cu step edge 555 
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detachment. This is shown in Figure 4 b, where sites 1 and 2 represent an O vacancy (light blue 556 

ball) and an adjacent lattice O at the step edge, respectively. Figure 4 c illustrates the DFT-obtained 557 

reaction pathway coordinate, showing that the segregation of the O vacancy to the lattice O site at 558 

the step edge lowers the system energy by 0.1 eV with a diffusion barrier of 0.4 eV. One important 559 

message from the above DFT modeling is that the H adsorption-induced O loss at the step edges 560 

and in their adjacent terrace destabilizes Cu atoms within the step edge, thereby leading to the Cu 561 

step edge detachment and the collapse of the oxide lattice along the step edge. This process leads 562 

to the annihilation of O vacancies and is in contrast to H adsorption in terrace areas that are 563 

relatively far away from the surface steps, where the terrace vacancies can coalesce into surface 564 

pits or diffuse into the subsurface region.  565 

Our DFT results further elucidate that when one H2 molecule is placed on the top of surface 566 

O, the H2 molecule dissociates spontaneously into two H atoms that bond with the adjacent lattice 567 

O to form two hydroxyls (Figure S9), which is in agreement with other DFT computations.21 The 568 

continued H adsorption gives rise to the formation of more OH species that remain stable at the 569 

surface until a surface coverage of 0.625 monolayer (ML) is reached, beyond which the further H 570 

adsorption leads to the formation of H2O molecules that desorb spontaneously from the surface 571 

(Figure S10). The H2O desorption results in the loss of the lattice O with the concomitant formation 572 

of O vacancies at the oxide surface. As shown in Figure 4 d and Supplementary Table 1, the formed 573 

O vacancy (cyan open circle) has two possible migration pathways: (i) diffusion in the surface 574 

layer along the site 2 direction with a diffusion barrier of 0.57 eV and (ii) migration into the 575 

subsurface along the site 1 direction with a diffusion barrier of 0.59 eV. The small barrier for the 576 

subsurface migration suggests that the O vacancies formed at the surface upon H2O desorption can 577 

readily populate in the subsurface region and self-order into the superlattice structure, as seen from 578 
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Figures 1-3. The O vacancy diffusion pathways along the site 3 and site 4 directions (or the 579 

counterpart diffusion of the lattice O) in Figure 4 d can be ruled out due to the high energy barriers 580 

of 0.91 and 1.1 eV, respectively, to cross the Cu-Cu bridge sites. DFT calculations were also used 581 

to model the self-ordering process of O vacancies in the subsurface by evaluating the O vacancy 582 

formation energies at various sites of the CuO lattice. Figure 4e-h shows the energetically most 583 

favorable pathway for the sequential formation of four O vacancies with energy penalties of 2.5, 584 

1.4, 1.4, and 0.4 eV, respectively. As shown by HRTEM image and diffraction simulations in 585 

Figures 1 and S11, the resulting O-deficient CuO lattice (Figure 4 h) contains 25 % O vacancies 586 

and reproduces the experimentally observed superlattice contrast and FFT diffractogram. These 587 

DFT results substantiate the self-ordering process of the O vacancies in Figure 4 e- h and confirm 588 

the experimentally observed evolution of the CuO-superlattice structure shown in Figures 1-3. The 589 

CuO is partially reduced to the superlattice structure because of the deficiency of O in the lattice.   590 

It has been reported by Tu et al.22 that the diffusion barrier for O migration in CuO is 591 

inversely proportional to the concentration of O vacancies, that is, the greater the concentration, 592 

the lower the diffusion barrier. Thus, the self-ordering of O vacancies is promoted upon the 593 

progressive accumulation of O vacancies in the subsurface region. This is in agreement with the 594 

in situ HRTEM observations (Figures 2 and 3), which show that the superlattice contrast in the 595 

subsurface region becomes increasingly pronounced with continued H2 exposure. The continued 596 

accumulation of O vacancies makes the Cu atoms increasingly under-coordinated and destabilizes 597 

the oxide. This is evidenced by the formation of surface pits with a depth of 0.28 nm (equivalent 598 

to the thickness of the Cu-O/Cu bilayer), where the tendency for surface O vacancies to cluster in 599 

the terrace (Figure S12) results in a locally higher concentration of O vacancies and thus drives 600 

the collapse of the CuO lattice in the surface layer (Figures 2 g, and 3 c, and e). The collapse gives 601 
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rise to the concomitant formation of new Cu-O/Cu bilayer steps at the terraces and further speeds 602 

up the oxide reduction evidenced by the retraction motion of the surface steps. 603 

The accumulated O vacancies in the subsurface self-order into the CuO-superlattice with a 604 

25% vacancy concentration (Figure 1 f and Figure 4 h), as confirmed from our in situ HRTEM 605 

observations taken from on multiple samples (Figures 1-3). The further accumulation of O 606 

vacancies with higher vacancy concentrations than that in the CuO superlattice can drive the 607 

collapse of the oxide lattice in the bulk, as evidenced by in situ TEM images shown in Figure 5 608 

(Supplementary Movie S4). Figure 5 a-c illustrates HRTEM snapshots from the movie showing 609 

the lateral growth of a stacking fault induced by the collapse of the Cu-O layer in the subsurface 610 

region that is ≈ 3 nm away from the outermost surface. In the first 34 s, the stacking fault 611 

propagates laterally by 1.5 nm from the orange arrow (Figure 5 a) to the position of the cyan arrow 612 

(Figure 5 b) and then by another 2.2 nm to the position of the red arrow after 51 s (Figure 5 c). The 613 

bottom-right insets in Figure 5 a-b are the magnified HRTEM view of the regions marked by the 614 

white dashed squares, showing the partial missing of the atomic plane in the growth front of the 615 

stacking fault. Structurally, the CuO lattice consists of sequentially stacked Cu-O/Cu layers, as 616 

labeled by labels of “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D” in Figure 5 d.  The “C” layer is partially missing on 617 

the right side, leading to the formation of an edge dislocation-like feature indicated by a red “T” 618 

in the stacking fault area in Figure 5 d and schematically shown in Figure 5 e. 619 

This partially missing atomic plane corresponds to the collapse of the Cu-O layer because 620 

the pure Cu layers in the CuO lattice are barely visible in the HRTEM images (Figure 1). The 621 

collapse of the Cu-O layer (i.e., the C layer marked in Figure 5d) can be attributed to the 622 

accumulation of O vacancies in the atomic plane, making the Cu atoms in the Cu-O layer 623 

significantly under-coordinated. Cu oxides (Cu2O and CuO) formed from the oxidation of Cu are 624 
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intrinsically Cu-deficient because of the existence of a low concentration (1.2%) of Cu 625 

vacancies,23-24 where the oxide growth is controlled by the outward Cu vacancy-assisted diffusion 626 

of Cu atoms from the Cu substrate through the Cu oxides toward the CuO surface.16, 23, 25 As a 627 

result of the overpopulation of O vacancies in the Cu-O plane, the Cu sublattice in the local region 628 

becomes unstable, and Cu atoms in the Cu-O plane diffuse away to native Cu vacant sites in 629 

neighboring planes of the CuO lattice. DFT calculations were also employed to confirm the 630 

tendency for the departure of the Cu atoms in the “C” layer leading to the stacking fault growth 631 

driven by the accumulation of O vacancies. As shown in Figure 5 e, we first desorb the O from the 632 

Cu-O column at site 1 in front of the stacking fault (which results in a pure Cu atom column), and 633 

move the Cu atom at site 1 to the Cu vacancies at site 2 and then to site 3. By evaluating the system 634 

energies by placing the Cu atom at the different Cu vacant sites, our DFT results (Figure 5 f) show 635 

that the migration of the Cu atom from the stacking fault front (site 1) to site 2 and then to site 3 636 

in the adjacent layers is a spontaneous process of lowering the system energy. This confirms the 637 

stacking fault growth by the condensation of O vacancies into the Cu-O layers of the CuO lattice, 638 

which further speeds up the oxide reduction in the bulk.  639 

In addition to the stacking fault formation, we also observed Cu2O formation by following 640 

the transformation pathway of CuO→CuO superstructure (25% O vacancies)→Cu2O during the 641 

continued H2 exposure (Figure S13). Consistent with the thermodynamic expectation, our in-situ 642 

TEM imaging also confirms that Cu2O is more resistant to reduction than CuO under the same 643 

reaction conditions of H2 pressure and temperature. That is, the autocatalytic CuO reduction 644 

terminates after the formation of Cu2O, which shows a slower reduction rate. The oxide reduction-645 

induced phase transformation is also tied to a decrease in the oxidation state of Cu. The dissociative 646 

H2 adsorption by lattice O2- results in the formation of OH-. To maintain the charge balance, the 647 
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neighboring Cu cation is reduced from the +2 state to the +1 state. The Cu1+ can be further reduced 648 

to metallic Cu after the OH combines with another H to form H2O. This is consistent with the 649 

experimentally observed receding motion of the atomic steps (Figures 2 and 3) and the Cu 650 

overlayer formation (Figure S8). Alternatively, if the H2O formation is relatively slower than the 651 

fast dissociative H2 adsorption, Cu1+ is overpopulated, resulting in Cu2O formation by following 652 

the transformation pathway of CuO→CuO superstructure (25% O vacancies)→Cu2O during the 653 

continued H2 exposure as also shown from our in situ TEM observations (Figure S13). 654 

 655 

 656 
Figure 5. Stacking fault propagation resulting from O vacancy accumulation in the bulk. (a-c) Time-657 

resolved HRTEM images (Supplementary Movie S4) of the CuO at pH2 ≈ 0.5 Pa and T ≈ 300 °C, showing 658 

that a stacking fault in the bulk propagates laterally toward the left. The orange, cyan, and red arrows mark 659 

the growth front of the stacking fault. The insets in panels a and b are enlarged views of the propagation 660 

front marked by the white dashed squares. (d) Enlarged HRTEM image of the front region of the stacking 661 

fault marked by the yellow dashed square in panel c, showing an edge dislocation for the partial absence of 662 

the “C-layer” of Cu-O atomic columns on the right side. (e)  Atomic model of the stacking fault and 663 

migration of Cu atom from site 1 to site 2 and then to site 3, leading to propagation of the stacking fault 664 
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upon the aggregation of the O vacancies in the Cu-O plane. (f) DFT-computed free energies for the systems 665 

with the Cu atom placed at sites 1, 2, and 3 shown in panel e, respectively. Yellow balls, red balls, and 666 

yellow open circles represent Cu and O atoms and O vacancies, respectively.   667 

 668 

As revealed from the above in situ TEM observations and DFT calculations, we show that 669 

the CuO reduction is induced by the loss of lattice O. Upon the reaction with adsorbed hydrogen, 670 

lattice O desorbs from both the terrace and the step edges in the form of H2O molecules. H 671 

adsorption-induced O loss from the step edge destabilizes Cu atoms within the step edge, resulting 672 

in the oxide decay along the Cu-O/Cu bilayer step via the step edge detachment of Cu atoms. For 673 

the O loss in the terrace region adjacent to the step edge, the resultant O vacancies preferentially 674 

segregate to the step edge, facilitating the step edge detachment of Cu atoms. The oxide surface is 675 

constantly terminated by the Cu-O layer due to the retraction motion of the Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic 676 

steps. For the O loss in terrace regions that are far away from the step edge, the resultant O 677 

vacancies have two migration pathways: i) aggregating into clusters of vacancies via surface 678 

diffusion, resulting in surface pitting and the concomitant formation of new surface steps and  679 

thereby further promoting the oxide reduction by the retraction motion of the step edges, and (ii) 680 

diffusing to the subsurface region and self-ordering into the CuO-superlattice. The further 681 

accumulation of O vacancies in the subsurface results in the collapse of the Cu-O layers, leading 682 

to the formation and propagation of stacking faults in the oxide lattice.  683 

These results demonstrate the rich surface dynamics and the close coupling between the 684 

surface and subsurface during the oxide reduction process, underlining their importance in 685 

influencing the reaction kinetics. Clearly revealing such microscopic processes and decoupling 686 

surface and subsurface dynamics during the oxide reduction are experimentally challenging but 687 

indispensable for obtaining controllable functionalities of the oxides. This is because the chemical 688 
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and physical properties of metal oxides are crucially influenced by their stoichiometry, phase, 689 

microstructure, atomic termination, defects, and atomic coordination, all of which can be modified 690 

by a choice of the reduction treatment. Compared to a previous report showing the reduction 691 

pathway of CuO → Cu2O → Cu,7, 8 our work provides a more in-depth understanding with substeps 692 

of the oxide reduction involving the surface decay of Cu-O/Cu bilayer atomic steps, the formation 693 

of a partially reduced CuO superstructure via the self-ordering of O vacancies in the subsurface, 694 

and the collapse of Cu-O layers in the bulk for the further accumulation of O vacancies beyond 695 

the CuO superstructure. All these substeps leading to the accelerated oxide reduction can be traced 696 

back to the progressive loss of lattice O from the oxide surface, which results in the progressively 697 

increased concentration and activity of O vacancies in the surface and subsurface of the oxide.  698 

In conclusion, we have identified the atomic-scale processes that lead to the autocatalytic 699 

reduction of bulk CuO. The reaction between adsorbed H and lattice O induces the loss of lattice 700 

O across the oxide surface, which in turn results in the generation of O vacancies at terraces and 701 

along surface steps. The oxide reduction occurs via the retraction motion of Cu-O/Cu bilayer 702 

atomic steps as a result of the O vacancy segregation toward existing surface steps and the 703 

formation of new surface steps by the O vacancy-aggregation-induced surface pitting. The oxide 704 

surface is constantly terminated by the Cu-O layer because of the decay motion of the Cu-O/Cu 705 

steps during the oxide reduction. Meanwhile, O vacancies produced at the surface terraces can also 706 

migrate into the subsurface and undergo self-ordering, forming a partially reduced CuO-707 

superlattice structure. As reduction continues, O vacancies accumulate in the surface and 708 

subsurface region of the oxide, in turn speeding up the oxide reduction rate via the accelerated 709 

retraction motion of surface steps and the collapse of lattice planes in the bulk. The in situ 710 
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observations demonstrate the lively surface dynamics and the close coupling between the surface 711 

and subsurface during the oxide reduction process.  712 
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Supporting Information 714 

Supporting Information is available free of charge at https:// 715 

Sample preparation, in situ TEM experimental procedures, HRTEM and diffractogram 716 

simulation details, and DFT calculation methods (PDF) 717 

In situ TEM video illustrating that the CuO does not show noticeable surface decay at 718 

T=300 ℃ in ultra-high vacuum. (Movie S1) 719 

In situ TEM video showing the autocatalytic CuO reduction at 0.53 Pa of H2 gas flow and 720 

300 ℃. The e-beam was blanked intermittently to mitigate electron beam irradiation effects on the 721 

reduction kinetics and then unblanked for TEM imaging. (Movie S2) 722 

In situ TEM video showing the autocatalytic CuO reduction at 0.53 Pa of H2 gas flow and 723 

300 ℃. The e-beam was blanked for 60 s to examine any possible electron beam irradiation effects 724 

on the reduction kinetics and then unblanked for TEM imaging. (Movie S3) 725 

In situ TEM imaging of the propagation of a stacking fault in the subsurface region of the 726 

CuO at 0.53 Pa of H2 gas flow and 300 ℃. (Movie S4) 727 
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